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ABSTRACT: 

With the deep study and analysis on current virtualization 

techniques and different mobile platforms available , mobile 

virtualization is a new concept and has a great scope in future. 

Mobile virtualization has an increased demand of devices 

supporting this technology compared to the desktop 

virtualisation. Our intention is to raise learners’ interest and to 

influence the learning in an even more advanced platform. The 

development of the MVRL system working on VRS multimedia 

format with the suitable devices for effective learning is being 

implemented.  The process is used as a conversion of physical 

system into its 3D representations. Furthermore, outcomes also 

show that the mobile virtual-based learning process could 

promote their sense of exploit in learning, thus encouraging them 

in classes to continue learning system. It will provide flexibility 

and security to our personal as well professional data. It will help 

the users to have several outlines, like one for personal and 

professional purposes. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
            Virtual reality wonderland is not a surprising 

factor due to smart phones. It probably has a good 

screen. It almost undoubtedly has enough handling 

power to show you a film inVR, or to play a modest 

VR game. The bump into for Virtual Reality makers 

are to switch the head tracing with the help of 

accelerometer and range. It's taken Oculus two years 

and calculating to go from duct-tape archetype to 

commercial product; Google's shipped Cardboard units 

in about half that time.[2] 

More prominently, your smartphone is going to be 

really, really authoritative, and it'll probably have a 

change in the technology. Nowadays the education 

system founds to be so boring and the students interest 

towards the smartphone is the way more than their 

interest in their studies. On examining the main reason 

on the lack of attention in studies is those the tiresome 

books and also even making the ideas too boring by 

teaching through the book. But the smartphone founds 

to be more interesting and also it looks so attractive 

that spending time in the smartphone is found to be the 

lot. Hence to proliferation the interest and the 

attentiveness towards the studies the smartphones can 

be used in the education process..Hence our concept is 

that instead of just using the smartphone for playing 

and chatting it can be used in the learning too. The 

virtual reality makes a platform for the education in 

smart way. 

 

 

I. MOBILE VIRTUALIZATION:                
                 The mobile technology uses up the basic 

idea of virtualization remains more efficient. For 

instance, the virtual machine may be a mobile OS for   

complex tasks and uses operating concurrently with a 

physical time OS (RealTOS) which pays consideration 

to the usual phone .[4] Different types of virtualization 

methods are being passed out and tested by different 

dealers. The advance features of this virtualization is 

for each and every platform or operating system that 

the developer does not necessity to develop separate 

applications since the hypervisor proceeds of all 

communications with the base OS and hardware. 

Another improvement is that can run on basic feature 

phones and provide advanced applications to users 

which are normally provided by smartphones.[2] The 

idea of mobile VMware is suited  for each person and 

also the person gets benifited, i.e. from the 

stakeholders such as phone producer, app creator and 

also to the end users. The most imperative field 

virtualization is to provide safety and security. There 

can be two phones say, one for corporate interaction 

and another one for individual use. The use of such 

setting is for a safe VM which is secured from any 

concern.   

          

II. FLIPPED CLASSROOM: 

                 The thought of the flipped classroom 

initiated with two authors, Jon Bergmann and Aaron 

Sams, at Woodland. With an intervening anxiety for 

the lack of inspiration and diminishing appearance at 

class, they came up with the impression of providing 

video speeches added with asides for students. 

Students could view these recorded lectures on 

YouTube outside of class to gain a rough 

understanding of the content of the next lecture. The 

flipped-classroom approach has proved a worthy 

instructional model, which increases learning 

performance in such disciplines as economics and 

nutritional science, and even in education how to 

design or to craft up the origami items.[2] Hence this 

study developed a Mobile Virtual Reality Learning 
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System (MVRL) to aid students in grasping the ideas 

quickly. We incorporated this mobile VR learning 

system into a flipped classroom and then observed the 

differences shown in learning performance between 

using the system and watching video-based materials 

(VBL). 

              VM architecture - after virtualization 

                  • Internal hardware is independent of 

Operating System and also its applications 

                  • VMware can be installed on any 

embedded device 

                   • May handle Operating System and 

application as one by encapsulating them into VMs 

and hence it supports multiple OS in a system and then 

it is of virtual architecture[2] 

                            

 

Traditional Architecture Virtual Architecture 

Figure: 1.1 evolution of the virtual reality 

 The traditional architecture is having one 

operating system which runs on the application 

and hardware. 

 Whereas, the modern virtual architecture will 

create virtual operating systems for different 

applications for different purposes. 

 

 

III. MVRL SYSTEM: 

This include form the collection of the 

information regarding the topic and also the 

steps includes such as the 

 Identifying the component for design 

for the MVRL system 

 Formulate and locate the elements in 

the flipped classroom 

 Then the development of the MVRL 

system [2]. 

      

figure:1.2 Implementation steps of MVRL  system 

 To implement the MVRL system the first step 

involves collecting the expert’s 

recommendation on various topics. 

 Then it is to develop the Virtual learning 

system where the components to design the 

system is identified. 

 Then the elements to locate the flipped class 

rooms are focused and expert’s suggestions are 

also formulated. 

 Next step involves determining the topics and 

syllabus for the courses. 

 Cumulating all the proceedings will finally 

develop the MVRL learning system. 

THE ELEMENTS AND THE IDENTITY 

COMPONENTS OF THE MVRL SYSTEM: 

The Requirements before of real-time mobile 3D 

environments requires: 

• Super-high-speed data broadcast rate ability for data 

streaming, 

• Highly erudite user equipment for user access, and 

• An advanced signalling and controlling data network. 
 

IV. COMPONENTS OF THE MVRL SYSTEM 
DEVICES: 

The technique used to initiate the mobile virtual reality 

is standard components. The Oculus display, the pinch 

glove and the tracker are all available as VR gaming 

components. Also the mouse functions were 

industrialised, to allow the user to shoot up into or out 

of the screen using the mouse. The Oculus display was 

then interfaced to the system. A suitable driver for the 

graphics card then enabled stereo mode for the 

display.[4] 
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Figure1.3 Mobile VR system.[2] 

 The components of the mobile VR system are, 

i. Graphics Card 

ii. Wireless data Glove 

iii. Tracker 

iv. Wireless mouse 

v. Head mount Device 

vi. Battery 

 The graphics card will contain the interfaces for 

the wireless glove, Head mounted device, the 

tracker. 

The pinch glove was then interfaced to the computer. 

Software code was implemented to drive the pinch 

glove, send commands to it and interpret the received 

data. Functions of the pinch glove were then 

programmed. The wireless mouse was then attached to 

the system. At the end, the tracker was interfaced, to 

the entire system.  Similar to the pinch glove code, 

code to drive the tracker and code for the interpretation 

of the data received from the tracker had to be 

developed. This system has been assimilated and 

positively instigated.[3] 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE MVRL SYSTEM: 

 After capturing an image through camera, the 

image will undergo several process say pixel 

format conversation where the size of the 

image is compressed. 

 Then it is that the tracker stage where the new 

objects in the image are detected and virtual 

buttons are evaluated. 

 The target image will then move to the state 

object where the target snapshot from the 

image is identified and it is further rendered. 

 The last stage is application where a 3D render 

graphical image is constructed and the user 

will finally obtain a virtual image for the real 

world image captured. 

 

Figure 1.4 Conversion of the real world images into 

virtual images[2] 

Development of Mobile Virtual Reality Learning 

System For 3D digital contents in the mobile VR 

system, the software Autodesk Maya was used to 

create 3 Dimensional character models. Because of the 

limit hardware capability, mobile device cannot afford 

the high-resolution 3D model and employ the motion 

data in real-time. In order to increase application 

performance to accumulate a real-time interactive 

mobile VR system different from the general 3D 

modelling, this study optimized the 3d model using the 

low-poly character models with normal map and 

resampled the motion data through Motion Builder 

Application. [4] 

 

 
Figure1.5 Video see-through mobile virtual reality 

display [4] 

 The real world videos are captured through 

video camera. 

 The virtual objects are merged into the 

captured real time video without disturbing the 

essence of the original real scene. 

  The graphical systems are also included in the 

virtual objects which is been already included 

in the process of video merging. 
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 The user will now have a complete view of the 

real time video along with graphical and 

virtual objects. 

 

This is how the real world video is converted into 

virtual video. 

 

For the conversion of the virtual video the head 

mounted process is used in this the video of fast 

moving picture is converted into pixel and then 

converted into the virtual video[4] 

 

V. BENEFITS OF THE MVRL SYSTEM: 
1. Live migration of complete processing 

ecosystem in case of mistakes or errors, makes 

mobile virtualization more robust and reliable 

system solution. 

2. Convenience cost will be decreased for large 

number of legacy software[6]. 

3. Fast relocation of features and functionality. 

4. To precaution the dependability of the business 

network and to statement the safety issues, two or 

more operating systems are presented on the same 

handset.  

5. Practicable to upkeep all essential non native 

operating surroundings on the handset of choice, 

and run non-native applications on any Operating 

System. 

 

VI. APPLICATIONS: 
 

Entertainment    
          The virtual reality technologies forms the core-

part in games for instance, there is already 3D movie 

with which audiences enjoy their movie experience. 

But with VR apps audience can get the in-depth 

analysis of every frames [7].Tourism has also gained 

an abnormal improvement with VR equipment’s for 

instance we can travel virtually to any where any time 

across the world.  

 

Space: 
        Scientists at NASA have a tough mission: to 

search for on additional planets. That’s why they 

progress to advance VR technology to control robots 

on other planets and to be responsible for astronauts 

with a way to de-stress. People developed a plan to 

gauzy virtual reality what cosmonauts would view [5] 

 

Museums  
        VR plays incredible roles in every portion of our 

lives. Many galleries have created their own virtual 

place where stakeholders can enjoy the views that  

could add a lot of spirit to our lives. The whole 

contribution with the help of smart phones and 

Cardboard VR headset. 

 

Automotive manufacturing 
       Car industrialists have been using high tech 

simulants for more than a period. For instance the Ford 

Motorised development has been consuming the 

Oculus Rift, for its product development. Employees 

can use the virtual reality head-set to examine the inner 

and external view of a car. This will help the shoppers 

to get a nearby influence and also to inspect the 

problem before it happens.[7] 

 

Military 
            In the department of military the virtual reality 

is used to prepare a virtual battle space for the troops.  

They also use the virtual reality soldiers before they 

were actually been deployed. It will also support 

virtual environment in which they can practice. 

  

VII. CONCLUSION: 
Thus, we accomplish that mobile VR is a new 

concept and has a countless room of opportunity in 

future. It will help those users who usually carry 

multiple phones with them to their office, meetings etc. 

[4] it reduces the price and difficulty. We can increase 

the energy efficiency in virtualization by reducing the 

values of BOM. The advantages of mobile devices and 

virtual reality technology to develop a learning system, 

which could give learners better interactive feedback in 

real time, and adopt the  questionnaire to understand 

the learning motivation and T-test to analysis the 

efficiency of learning. Hence from the above work the 

mobile virtualisation can help, the analysis of the 3D 

aspects of any concepts in a finer manner than when 

compared to other traditional methods. The efficiency 

of the mobile virtualization is more. The future work in 

this process lies in its implementation in the Nano 

scale with the miniature version of the systems. 
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